ADA Specifications

- 12” x 12”
- 2” Thickness
- 80 sq. ft. per pallet
- 24 lbs. each
- 8,000 psi per ASTM standards
- <5% Absorption
- Static coefficient of friction is 0.8

Technical Data

- All edges are chamfered
- Pavers are all meet ASTM C 936
- Conforms to ASTM C 140
- Conforms to ASTM C 67
- Conforms to color pigments ASTM C 979

Mock-Ups

- Install a 2’ x 2’ paver area
- This area will be used to determine surface of the bedding sand layer, joint sizes, lines.
- Mock-up area approved by the engineer/architect and shall be the standard by which the work will be judged.
- Approved areas shall be included in the work.

Delivery & Storage

- Unload pavers at the job site in such a manner that no damage occurs to the product.